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You'll also learn why is the latest version of WordPress so special and which blocks has been released after the thorough testing
in Beta version.. WordPress developers have just released version 4.9.3. I've just updated my blog to the new version
successfully. This is a maintenance .... From the WordPress 4.9.3 release post: This maintenance release fixes 34 bugs in 4.9,
including fixes for Customizer changesets, widgets, visual editor, and .... This maintenance release features 5 fixes and
enhancements. WordPress 5.3.2 is a short-cycle maintenance release. The next major release will be version 5.4.. In mid 2010,
the core team announced the end of support for PHP 4 and MySQL 4 as of WordPress 3.2 [ Source ]. When 3.2 was released,
on July 2011, the new .... Jump to When are WordPress Updates Released? - Developers release updates for the following ...
WordPress releases updates regularly to .... WordPress version 4.9.5 (which was released on April 3rd) is possibly one of the last
releases to go live before the huge revamp to the .... WordPress 4.9.3 is a maintenance update released on the 5th of February. It
contains 34 bug fixes including widgets and emojis. You should .... WordPress 4.9.3 is a maintenance release and was originally
scheduled to be available on January 30th. However, due to ongoing tickets and .... ... happened when WordPress 4.9.3 was
released a few days ago: it has an error that makes it impossible for WordPress to update itself again.. On 5 February, 2018,
WordPress 4.9.3 was released to the public. This maintenance release fixes 34 bugs, including fixes for Customizer changesets,
widgets, .... 2-2 2019-07-17 * Maintenance release * Updated PHP to 7.3.7 * Updated SQLite to 3.29.0. Version 5.2.2-0
2019-06-19 * Updated WordPress to 5.2.2 Version 5.2.. From the WordPress 4.9.3 release post: This maintenance release fixes
34 bugs in 4.9, including fixes for Customizer changesets, widgets, visual editor, and .... WORDPRESS NEWS AND
ARTICLES. WordPress 4.9.3 Maintenance Release – released on February 5th, WordPress 4.9.3 fixes 34 different ....
WordPress 5.2.4 was released on October 14, 2019. This is a security ... On Tuesday, February 6, they released 4.9.4 which
fixed a bug created in 4.9.3. Neither .... Jump to Release history - Release history[edit]. Main releases of WordPress are
codenamed after well-known jazz musicians, starting from version 1.0.. Although there were various plans to release WordPress
5.0 for whole last year, the first official release date was 19th November 2018.. So what changed with WordPress 5.3? First and
foremost, a whopping number of releases of the Gutenberg plugin has been merged into core, .... WordPress 4.9.4 Maintenance
Release - This maintenance release fixes a severe bug in 4.9.3, which will cause sites that support automatic background ....
WordPress 4.9.3 Vulnerabilities. ... Version released on 2018-02-05 ... 2019-12-13, WordPress
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